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1 Untis

1.1 General

1.1.1 Parameters for command line

When installing software on several clients, automatic configuration steps are usually
preferred. If you install via command line you can also specify additional parameters
such as desitnation directory or silent mode.

Target directory

The installation file must alswys be the last parameter and must not stand between
inverted commas, even if there are spaces. The switch for the target directory reads /D.

 Example: SetupUntis2016DE.exe /D=C:\Untis

Silent Installation

The installation can be initiated via the command line in silent mode. Use option /S.

 Example: SetupUntis2016DE.exe /S

1.1.2 PDF output with one file per element

The new option of autmatic generation of a pdf file introduced in the 2015 version was very well received.
We take the numerous responses into account by creating a single file per element by default when
generating a pdf document. Checking the box 'Generate a single file' initiates an aggregation in one
single document.

1.1.3 Lesson sequences: Conversion in coupling

In the window 'Lesson sequences' you now just need one click ino rder to convert simultaneous lessons
into couplings. If these lessons are allocated to lesson groups, they are imported into the new field ' Line-
lesson group '.
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1.1.4 Output of current department/period

Regardless of which tab is activated in the Ribbon, you now see the current department / periode next to
the window groups.

1.1.5 Intelligent selection fields

Up to now it was necessary to manually enter the size of the field. From now on the size of the list is
automatically adjusted to the number of elements to be displayed.
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1.1.6 AutoInfo for WebUntis Substitutions

It has been possible even up to now that substitution data are automatically synchronised with WebUntis
when you saved or closed the program window.

What is new is the option to start this synchronisation automatically at a certain time.
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Note:
This setting is saved in Untis.ini - as all the other AutoInfo settings, as well - and thus per workstation
(i.e. not per data record and not for other computers). This prevents synchronising from different places at
the same time by all users (e.g. in a MultiUser environment). The export should always be done at the
same workstation.

1.1.7 Output of NTPs in teacher master data

The NTPs of the teachers are the most important features in the analysis of the finished timetable. For
facilitating the analysis we added the column 'NTPs' to the master data of the teachers showing which
teacher has how many NTPs in the current timetable.

Note:
The number of NTPs refer to the entire period, i.e. gaps in the timetable every other week are not shown
as NTPs. If the diagnosis window is open, however, the set week is synchronised.

1.1.8 Range for 'Periods in Room'

In the field 'Per.in Room' you can state for the different lessons how many of the e.g. 5 physics periods
need to be scheduled for the physics lab. Up to now it was tried to schedule exactly this number of
periods (and not more) in the required room. In the 2016 version you can enter a range in this column, as
the example shows, you can also enter '3-4', i.e. 3 to 4 of the 5 periods can be scheduled for the physics
lab.
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1.1.9 Change the teacher in the period

Just right click on a lesson of a timetable and click on 'Change the teacher in the period' in the context
menu.
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In the dialogue shown you can now change a teacher for one or for all periods of the lesson. In the
selection list all elements which would be effected by this change are highlighted in red.

If, for instance, teacher Rub is replaced by teacher Ander for one period of a 5-period lesson,
consequently a new, one-period lesson with teacher Ander is automatically created. The number of Rub's
weekly periods for this lesson is reduced from 5 to 4.

1.2 Manual scheduling

1.2.1 Allocate / delete this room

The dialogue 'Allocate / delete this room' has been reviewed for the 2016 version.
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Allocate additional room
With this new selection field you can add a room to a scheduled period. In the example below room R1a
and the home economics room is reserved for teacher Arist. In the timetable and in the lesson the home
economics room is listed as an additional room.
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New fields
In the left section the fields 'Class', 'Corridor' and 'Statistics' of the master data have been added, in the
right section you now can also find the room groups, corridors and statistics codes.

Number of free periods
Another new feature is the option to see in scheduled periods, for how many of the required periods the
respective room is free. This is very useful if you want to change the room for several periods at once. In
the example below the room needs to be changed for a 5-period lesson. All 3 rooms are occupied,
however, the textiles workshop room is on 4 of the required 5 periods free.

1.2.2 Assigning teachers while scheduling

In many vocational schools the teachers are assigned to the lessons - at least to some - during the
scheduling process. Untis 2016 supports this scheduling method by providing the possibility to import
lessons which have no teacher assigned yet to the teacher overview timetable via drag and drop.
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When the period is scheduled, the respective teacher is entered to the lesson.
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1.2.3 Scheduling dialogue

1.2.3.1 Selection of a lesson

The intelligent selection list is now available for the selection of active lessons. Enter classes, teachers,
rooms or subjects and the list will be filtered for all lessons. which hold the required element. Couplings
are marked in the list.
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1.2.3.2 Totals row at elements

In the scheduling dialogue of Untis 2016, even couplings with several classes / teachers produce only
one row per element type as default. This totals row indicates in green/red at which time all elements
involved are available. In the example below classes 1a and 1b are available on Tuesday in period 6, all
other periods of the day are scheduled.

When scheduling rooms, different colours and shades indicate when the desired room and when 'only' an
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alternative room is available for scheduling. The example below explains the colour codes.

Furthermore there is the option to unfold the display by clicking on '+', if e.g. several classes are involved
in the lesson. The unfolded lines are displayed in the familiar colour codes.

If you want to see the totals row only when several elements of the same type are assigned to a lesson,
go to <Settings> and specify it.
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1.2.3.3 Changing rooms by drag and drop

By showing the alternative rooms you can easily swap rooms by drag and drop.
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1.2.3.4 Element-Rollup: additional elements

Use the Element-Rollup for showing additional elements in the scheduling dialogue. These elements can
also be hidden or shown by clicking on the '+' icon.
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1.2.3.5 Additional explorer options

By clicking the buttons <All classes, teahcers...> and <Teachers of this class> shows additional rows
which are then also shown in the new Explorer view.
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1.2.4 Scheduling of double periods and blocks

Up to now, when scheduling blocks with drag and drop in the timetable you scheduled the first period of
a block always in the period where the mouse cursor was located. This could cause problems, if a three
period block was 'grabbed' at the third period. We changed this behaviour and now Untis Express takes
into account at which position the block is dragged. As shown in the example, now the block is dropped
where the frame of the block is indicated in the timetable.
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The colouring of the timetable cells has changed, as well. Only the position where a block could 'start'
was coloured in green. From now on all periods are in green which allow clash-free scheduling. It can
happen, though, that e.g. periods 1 to 3 are green on one day (because they are basically free), a double
period, however, may only be scheduled between periods one and two or three and four. When dragging
this double period over periods two to three (not permissible) the periods are highlighted in red.
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1.2.5 Tabs while scheduling a timetable

In earlier versions it has already been possible to make swaps by following several steps during the
planning process. Especially in more complex swaps, however, it was not so easy to understand which
classes or teachers were affected by such a swap. In such a case, when you drop the period, Untis 2016
opens up tabs, which show exactly which schedules are affected by this swap. Even before you confirm
the dialogue with 'Save block' you can shift from one tab to the next and every change will be displayed.
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1.2.6 TT: Locking several periods at once

In Untis 2016 it is possible to select several periods at once in the timetable by <CTRL> + click. The
selected periods are highlighted by a black and yellow frame. Go to <Lock period> and all selected
periods are locked.
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1.2.7 Swap: Retaining manually changed room

Changing a room manually in a timetable in an earlier version of Untis and subsequently changing the
period meant that the original room was rescheduled again. In Untis 2016 the changed room retains
(provided it is available) in this case.
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1.2.8 Swap: Room not available

In manual planning, even in earlier versions a period was highlighted in purple if it was possible to
schedule a period, since the teachers and the class were available, but the respective room was not. A
signal called your attention during scheduling that there is a problem with the room that needs to be
solved. In the 2016 version we replaced this signal with a dialogue in which you can decide on a solution
for the blocked room.

1.3 Timetable display

1.3.1 Overview teachers: filter class teachers

Sometimes it is difficult to keep an overview of all your colleagues' timetables, especially when (a great)
many teachers work at your school. Untis 2016 supports you to stay on top by providing you with the
option to filter the overview timetables of the teachers by teacher of the class or teacher of a special
subject.
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1.3.2 Overview teachers: details

In the overview timetables of the teachers you now also have the option to show in the heading how many
weekly periods are scheduled for the respective teacher. Additionally you see how many periods need to
be scheduled for the respective teacher, separated by '/' .
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1.3.3 Overview classes: home room

In the overview timetables of the classes you now have the option to show the home room in the heading.
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1.3.4 Overview timetables: Saving filters

As of Untis 2015 you have the option to filter displayed elements in overview timetables via the Element-
Rollup or via the selection list in the toolbar. Now you have the possibility to also save these filters under
a name and thus will be able to use them at any time.
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The filters are saved indepent of the timetable format and thus can accessed in any overview format.

1.3.5 Several elements: Output per week

Now it is also possible to print out several weeks under the format 'Several elements' via the page layout
.
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1.3.6 Break denominations in timetable

In the time grid on the tab 'Breaks' you can now denominate breaks. They will be displayed in all
timetables by default.
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If you want to hide this denomination in some timetable formats, go to <Timetable-Settings> and
deactivate the checkbox 'Break denomination' at the tab 'Layout 2'.

Note:
The font size in the timetable is set under <Timetable-Settings>, 'font'.
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1.3.7 Headings: Time and label

We also have a new feature for the row headings: Now it is possible to display time and label according
to the time grid at once.
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1.3.8 Selection of formats

Similar to the master data and lesson windows it is now possible also in the timetable to change or
create a new format via the selection list at the bottom right of the window.
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1.3.9 Standard format: output of line text

In the layout editor for the timetable period you can set the format for the output of the timetable to
standard. However, now you have the option to also show the line text.
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1.3.10 List of periods

1.3.10.1 New fields

The list of periods has technically been revised for the 2016 version and the totally new version has some
new functionalities.
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As of this version you have additional fields: 'Less.-nr., Time range, Student group, Less.-text, School
weeks, Corridor and Ext. period'. Ext. period is of interest to you only, if you work with MultiUser and
external elements.

1.3.10.2 List of periods for entire term

When setting the date you can now also define the list of periods for an entire term, not only for a
concrete date. The field 'Date' for the weekly periods is thus not filled, only for the weekly period and the
time range. In the field 'School weeks' there will be the time shown when the respective period takes
place according to the details window.

1.3.10.3 Settings

The settings also have new options. Define, for instance, that you only want to output yearly periods or
hide the allocation of external elements.
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1.4 Lesson planning / Value calculation

1.4.1 Matrix: Several lines in one cell

In response to many requests you now have the option in the lesson matrix to show the complete
coupling information in one single cell.
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1.4.2 Reductions

The window 'Reductions' now has several smaller changes. The form view, for instance was redesigned in
such a way that it is now similar to the tabs 'Values' of the teacher master data and lessons windows.
Furthermore, from now on you switch between teachers and reduction reasons via tabs.
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Filter
By clicking on the new button <Filter> you now can filter the elements displayed, just like in any other
entry format.

Serial changes
Use the new serial change in order to copy a reduction of one teacher to many teachers.

'Teacher' column
Even in the teacher view you now see the column 'Teacher'. If you unintentionally made a wrong entry,
you quickly can transfer a reduction from one teacher to another.

Furthermore, you now have an additional column for the reduction reasons: 'Value='. Now you can
quickly see how many reductions you already have assigned to which reason.
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1.4.3 Combined print out

When printing out the weekly values you now have a new selection field in the print details: 'Lessons'.
When it is activated the reductions and the lessons (on a term-specific basis) are print out together with
the weekly values. From the second term onwards, only the changes of the previous term are printed.
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1.4.4 Real value / Real period

In some schools periods are not equally long in the day. The first period, for instance, lasts for 60
minutes, the 7 period only 45 minutes. This has an impact on the teacher value calculations, of course,
since it makes a difference regarding work load, if a teacher teaches a longer or a shorter period, i.e. the
final values of every teacher are only definite after finishing the scheduling of the timetable. For
calculating this value and the real duration of a lesson we introduced the 'real value' and 'real period'.

This makes it possible to

a) get an overview of the current work load of every single teacher in every scheduling phase of the
timetable and

b) send a clear list of his/her work balance to every teacher after finishing the scheduling of the timetable.

The following settings must be made in order to make this processing of data possible:

Entry of real length of the period

Under "Settings | Time grid" enter the duration of the periods.

Change the lesson window to 'One week'

The new value describes the value of the period depending on its position in the timetable, i.e. at a
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specific point in time in the school year. This can only be done for a specific week in order to have
consistent figures (e.g. deviations in lessons taking place every other week, etc.).

Under "<Settings> | One week“ you need to change in the lesson window of the teachers to 'week'. In the
date window which is shown you can set the required week. If the first week in the school year is not a
full week, this will result in different values for the first week of the school year than for the second week.

That's why it makes sense to set the date to the first full week of the school year while creating the
timetable at the beginning of the year. If you change the timetable during the school year, just set the
calendar to the first week of ther term in which the change comes into effect.

"Real periods" and "Real value"

Now the two new fields - "Real periods" and "Real value" - are shown.
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Real periods

The column "Real periods" shows the value of the scheduled lessons, i.e. units, depending on the length
of the period. A lesson of 45 minutes scheduled for a one-hour unit equals the value of one. Any factors
effecting the lesson are not taken into account in this value. A lesson of 60 minutes scheduled for a one-
hour unit equals therefore not the value of 1, but of 1.33.

Real period: 1 weekly period * 60/45 = 1.33

The Mu lesson, for instance, of class 3a has a value of 1.33, since it takes place in the first period of the
day between 8 am and 9 am. Ku, on the other hand, takes place in the 4 period of the day (11:05
to11:50) equals a value of 1.

Realwert

The "Real value" shows in how far the "Real periods" affect the value of the lesson depending on its
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position in the timetable. Additionally factors which affect the lesson (usually subject factors) are taken
into account here. If a subject has factor 1.35, its value for a one-hour unit in a 60 minutes lesson would
be 1.80.

Realwert: 1 weekly period * 1.35 * 60/45 = 1.80

If some periods of a multi-period lesson lie in long (short) and some in normal periods, calculation is
done accordingly. The 4 Mat periods of BraLa have a real value of 6.30 (two normal and two long
periods):

2 weekly periods * 1.35 * 45/45 + 2 weekly periods * 1.35 * 60/45 = 2.70 + 3.60 = 6.3.

If a lesson is shorter than 45 minutes (short lesson), the calculation is done accordingly.

Informing all teachers

With the new values the information to all teachers on their weekly working hours can be output in a very
clear way.
If you have already saved a view for the output of the teachers' working hours, please complete the
following steps in this view:

Go to "Teachers | Lessons" and click on "Page layout".
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On the right pane the checkboxes should be ticked according to the illustration below.

Here you see the teacher's "conventional" balance according to the lesson value.

Now activate the total row for the new columns. You now see a total value for these columns and
additionally a new balance line showing the teacher's balance based on this calculation.
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In this example, teacher BraLa has a balance of - 1.40 value units according to the lesson value. Taking
into account the real length of the periods, however, the value is 0.85.

1.5 Multi-week timetable

1.5.1 Lesson groups per coupling line

There is a new field in the lessons window: 'Line-lesson group'. Similar to the field 'Line value' you can
assign different coupling lines to different lesson groups. Now it is very easy to have, e.g. 2 coupling lines
take place every other week.
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As a matter of fact, all other programme sections such as cover planning or value calculation this entry.

Note:
If you couple 2 lessons with different lesson groups via the new button 'Lesson sequences in coupling' in
the window 'Lesson sequences', then they are automatically imported in the fields 'Line-lesson group'.

1.5.2 Several time-grids: Teacher clashes

Up to now it was not possible to manually create clashes in teacher timetables when using several time-
grids. In Untis 2016 this option is now available.

1.6 Info-timetable

1.6.1 Central button for export

With the new button <Info-timetable HTML-export> you now can initiate all 'active' output settings in the
outputs 'Stat. HTML' and 'Monitor HTML' with only one mouse-click.

1.7 Break supervisions

1.7.1 Report 'Weekly summary'

Up to now the report 'Weekly summary' showed the break supervisions independent of the weeks in
which teachers were scheduled. In Untis 2016 the weekly summary is output per week if teachers are
differently scheduled in different weeks.
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1.7.2 Number of break supervisions

With Untis 2016 it is now possible to show in the teacher master data in the grid view not only the
number of scheduled BS minutes, but also the general number of break supervisions.
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1.8 Course scheduling

1.8.1 Cluster mode in timetable

If you activate the cluster mode in Untis 2016 by checking the respective box in the <timetable settings>
on the tab "Layout 2" unscheduled periods are not listed individually next to the timetable anymore but
are grouped according to clusters. The clusters can now be dragged and dropped into the timetable.
Even if a cluster has already been scheduled it will be shifted as a planning unit when swapped.
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You can remove single courses from a cluster, though and drag and drop it at a different position in the
grid. When clicking on the course, just hold the <STRG> key.
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1.8.2 Course student list short

In the 'Course student list short' you can now select in <Details> to print the teacher with the respective
course.
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1.8.3 Integral optimisation

You now have a selection field under integral optimisation where you can choose to not show choice
changes with locked clusters.
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1.8.4 Lesson window: Remove course

Up to now it was only possible to remove a course from the course choice in the course-studen view.
Now you have the option to use the respective button in the lesson window.

1.8.5 Manual scheduling: Student clashes

In Untis 2016, when dragging single periods in the timetable you can see in the details window possible
clashes in student timetables. If the period in the example below was dropped in Wednesday - period 9,
3 students would have a clash in their timetables.
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1.8.6 Scheduling dialogue: Cluster mode

The scheduling dialogue could be switched to cluster mode under <Settings> also in earlier versions. A
new feature is that the displayed cluster synchronises with the course-cluster matrix; cumbersome
searches are a thing of the past.
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Tip:
In the cluster mode all lessons involved are shown below each other. If you drag and drop a lesson above
the blue '+' in the lesson line, the entire cluster moves. However, if you grab a lesson below '+', you can
drag and drop single lessons.

1.9 Calendar

1.9.1 Filter by unscheduled periods

With yearly periods you now see in the column 'Uns' how many periods in total and in the week are
unscheduled yet.
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In the <Settings> for the scheduling dialogue you can check the box 'Calendar:show only unscheduled
prds. of the week' in order to show only the periods which still need to be scheduled in the current week.
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1.9.2 Change teachers

As described in the respective chapter under 'General' it is possible to change the teacher of individual
periods via the context menu in the timetable also in yearly periods. If the timetable shows a longer time
range than one week, the respective teacher is changed in every week of the displayed time range
(provided that in the respective weeks periods are scheduled at the selected position of the period grid).
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1.9.3 Change rooms of the subsequent weeks

Even in earlier versions it was possible to change rooms of yearly periods per week. However, if many
periods had already been scheduled and the room should be changed in all periods as of a specific date,
you needed to do the change for every single week. That's why we added a new checkbox in the
dialogue 'Allocate / Delete this room': 'The periods of the subsequent weeks'. Now you can change room
allocations of all scheduled yearly periods as of a specific date.
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1.9.4 Window: Calender full year planning

1.9.4.1 Colour codes of time restrictions

In the 2016 version, time restrictions which come from lesson groups or entries in the fields 'from - to' of
the lessons are highlighted in a different colour in the calendar window.
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1.9.4.2 Copying one week into others

In the calendar window of Untis 2016 it is possible to highlight an entire column by clicking on the
header. Via 'copy' and 'paste' you can easily and quickly import the allocation of an entire week to
another week.

If a column is highlighted, just click on the -3 icon to block a whole week.

Tip:
If you want to copy the allocation and the timetable, select on the tab 'Data entry' the menu item 'Paste |
Paste special'.

1.9.4.3 New columns: Description, Subject group

In response to many requests there are now to new columns in the left pane of the calendar planning
window: 'Description' and 'Subject group'.
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1.9.4.4 Tooltips

By moving your mouse over a line in the 'Calendar -Year Planning' window additional information is
displayed in the current lesson: you get the information on how many periods are unscheduled or open
and the reason why a cell is highlighted in a special colour.
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1.10 Cover planning

1.10.1 Loading statistics with cover planning

As of this version, all reports listed under 'Loading-Statistics' in the reports window access the daily up-
dated cover plan instead of the regular timetable. The analysed data therefore correspond to reality to
100%.

1.10.2 Clashes in the substitution list

There are different reasons why clashes can occur in teacher or room schedules in your daily work on
cover plannings. If you, for instance, need to change a period in a regular timetable, this could lead to
problems with the already scheduled substitutions, sometimes a clash is even intented. In Untis 2016
teacher and room clashes are highlighted in different colours in the cover list in order to minimise the
possibilities of errors. Moreover all clashes are highlighted in the calendar window.
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Additionally, all clashes are also shown in the calendar window.

1.10.3 Room allocation in substitute suggestion

The fewer windows are open, the more convenient it is to work with the program. In order to facilitate your
work also in this respect it is possible from now on to allocate rooms directly in the substitution
suggestion via the newly created tab 'Rooms'. Here you have the same possibilities as in the dialogue
'Allocate / delete room'.
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One of the new features is the check for 'permanent substitution' when scheduling rooms in order to be
able to quickly organise long-term room substitutions. Furthermore, you have the possibility to allocate
more than one room to a concrete substitution line by ticking the checkbox 'Allocate additional room'.

1.10.4 Change rooms for all coupling lines

Rooms can be changed in cover planning not only via the substitution list, but also via the dialogue
'Allocate / Delete this room' directly in the timetable. Now you have the option to change the rooms in
couplings for every coupling line, up to now it was only possible to do this for the first coupling line.
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1.10.5 Scheduling dialogue: Student group

As of this version you can e.g. also specify the student group when entering a special duty in the
scheduling dialogue.
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1.10.6 Teacher-room principle

More and more schools apply the teacher-room principle. In this system the teachers do not 'go' into the
classes of the students, but the other way round: every teacher has his/her own class room. This
principle is now also supported in Cover scheduling of Untis 2016.

To this end enter for every teacher his/her room into the master data.
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Then go to Cover Scheduling, 'Settings', 'Other' and check the box 'Observe the teacher's-room principle'.

When editing the substitutions and you enter a teacher, his/her room will automatically be imported.
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If the room is not available, a window will show up informing you about the clash and providing solutions
to resolve the clash.

1.10.7 Key combinations tomorrow / yesterday

We have introudced the following key combinations in order to further facilitate working with the
keyboard: :

STRG + M = switches to the next day depending on the date of the day
STRG + G = switches to the day before depending on the date of the day

1.10.8 Personal studies per period

In the substitution time grid of the classes you can define on class level which periods in which class are
cancelled or covered by default. Furthermore, it was only possible to define 'Personal studies' for all or for
no period of a class. In the new version you now have the option to define, e.g. for the first 5 periods that
substitutions should be transferred into 'Personal studies' and all periods thereafter should be cancelled.
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1.10.9 Remove substitutions

Open substitutions in the timetable can be removed in Untis 2016 by dragging and dropping them into
the details window.
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1.10.10 Course scheduling / Cover scheduling

1.10.10.1 Texts for exam period

When you define an exam and check the box 'Cover planning', the text of the exam will be shown in the
field 'Substitution text'. You can edit this text only in the exam field. The field 'Substitution text 2',
however, can be edited as usual.

1.10.10.2 Exam nevertheless

It can happen that a teacher is entered for an exam, gets sick, but wants to be present at a special
exam, though. In this case just enter the respective teacher in the exam field.

1.11 MultiUser

1.11.1 Working simultaneously: Cover mode

In UntisMultiUser 2016, as a response to many requests of our users we created the option to change
room allocations in the timetable mode while working in cover scheduling at the same time.

To this end the following rule applies:
Scheduling information in already existing substitution data are not changed!

The following example explains the situation:
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- class 4 usually has its lesson in room 4

- on Wednesday, 28 September teacher Gauss gets sick, 2 substitution lines are created

- the substitution planner assigns another room to the substitution, in the first line remains room 4

- now the substitution planner changes room 4 to '4a' in the regular timetable.

Result:
The scheduling information in the field 'Room' are not touched, however, in the column '(room)' the new
room, room '4a' is displayed.

While working in both modes simultaneously, clashes can occur. They are highlighted in the substitution
list. If - according to the example - the physics lab is scheduled in period 3 on Wednesday in the
timetable mode, the clash is highlighted in the respective cell. Additionally the substitution number is
shown in red.

1.11.2 Back-up via command line

Many users of Untis MulitUser regularly save their work as gpn files. You can access these back-up files
now also via the command line.

The following example will explain the syntax:

Untis.exe DB~1~2013-2014~1 /user=Administrator /pw=abcd /backup=C:\temp\backup.gpn
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A back-up file is save in directory C:\temp - for this back-up the administrator access is used (password:
abcd).

Warning:
This  back-up  only  saves  school  data  and  the  formats  of  the  respective  user  (master  data,  lessons,
timetables). Private formats of all users  ( = formats,  which do not  have checked the box 'public') can be
saved via a database dump. .

1.11.3 External elements: scheduled weeks

As of this version, when scheduling external elements you now see in the details window in which week
the elements are not available.
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